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	Psst! You're not stuck with JavaScript anymore. Google's Dart language makes programming for the Web simpler, faster, and more powerful. With version 1.0 in 2013 and an ECMA standard in 2014, Dart is ready to radically change web development for the better. And Dart 1 for Everyone has got you covered. Completely updated for Dart 1 and the ECMA standard, with new sections on new Dart features like method cascades, event streams, and class constructor syntax, this book wastes no time in immersing you in the finer points of this powerful and surprisingly beautiful language.

	

	Dart has changed significantly since the first printing of this book and Dart 1 for Everyone has kept up. Every chapter has been revised and some chapters have been almost completely rewritten since the first printing. The MVC project chapters dumped the old JavaScript-like event handlers for the sleek new streams interface, and the chapter on testing reflects the extensive changes in testing now available in Dart.

	

	Brand-new sections explore some of Dart's beautiful new features, such as:

	

	Method cascades: Improve code readability dramatically.

	

	Event streams: Simplified event handling, consistent with virtually every other asynchronous interaction in Dart.

	

	Library parts: Yet another way Dart promotes code organization.

	

	New class constructor syntax: Dart supports a nice variety of surprisingly expressive and concise ways to declare constructors.

	

	* Building your own packages: Quickly share your work with the world.

	

	You'll start writing Dart code on page 1, and throughout the book, you'll refactor that code to explore Dart's features: OOP, real libraries and packages, testing, and more. You'll learn how to write beautiful, maintainable application code that just works in all modern browsers. Caution: after reading you may develop an intense attachment to structured code and skinny jeans.

	

	What You Need:You will need the Dart SDK, which is freely available from https://dartlang.org. Most of the book works with Dartium, a preview release of Chrome that is included in the SDK and has the Dart VM built-in. Some of the examples use either the dart2js tool or the Dart Editor to compile Dart down into JavaScript - both are part of the SDK.
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The Art of Application Performance Testing: Help for Programmers and Quality AssuranceO'Reilly, 2009
This practical book provides a step-by-step approach to testing mission-critical applications for scalability and performance before they're deployed -- a vital topic to which other books devote one chapter, if that. Businesses today live and die by network applications and web services. Because of the increasing complexity of these programs, and...
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Dental Pathology: A Practical IntroductionSpringer, 2007

	An invaluable work that will help dentists and oral surgeons to recognize and diagnose gross dental abnormalities. This book provides practically applicable knowledge on histology and histopathology of the changes that are seen in diseases of the dental and periodontal tissues. It includes the disturbances in tooth formation, acquired dental...
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Excel 2016 for Windows Pivot TablesCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2015

	The jargon associated with Microsoft Excel's pivot tables ("n-dimensional cross tabulations") makes them look complex, but they're really no more than an easy way to build concise, flexible summaries of long lists of raw values. If you're working with hundreds (or hundreds of thousands) of rows, then pivot...
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The Molecular Genetics of Lung CancerSpringer, 2004

	Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer mortality in Western countries. It also provides an archetypal example of how inherited predisposing genetic variants may interact with an environmental influence (smoking) to modulate individual cancer risk.


	The Molecular Genetics of Lung Cancer describes how the new...
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Multimedia Image and Video ProcessingCRC Press, 2000
Multimedia stands as one of the most challenging and exciting aspects of the information era. The extremely rapid growth of this field means that books even just a few years old may offer information that is already obsolete. Multimedia Image and Video Processing offers not only up-to-date research and developments, but does so in a way that...
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Android Application Programming with OpenCVPackt Publishing, 2013

	Overview

	
		Set up OpenCV and an Android development environment on Windows, Mac, or Linux
	
		Capture and display real-time videos and still images
	
		Manipulate image data using OpenCV and Apache Commons Math
	
		Track objects and render 2D and 3D graphics on top of them
	...
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